"Geopolitics is a multidisciplinary science which analyses the international relations. "
In my paper, I want to examine the geopolitical situation of Ukraine from a historical, socio-geographical, military-geographical and geostrategical point of view; thus providing a deeper insight into the region. Furthermore, I would like to focus on the root of the region's problems and issues that might arise.
History of ukraine
The word "ukraine" comes from the russian okraina, the ukrainian krójiny and the hungarian karéj words. The meaning is something's edge or border and, throughout history, it was indeed a borderland.
Unfortunately, through the centuries, foreign armies struck the the area, which had an effect on people's culture and affiliation.
9-10th century (kievan rus)
Ukraine's official history regards the beginning of the country as the establishment of the Kievan Rus which united Eastern Slavs.
The rulers succesfully fought against neighbouring tribes and were able to secure their power in the region so the nation could start growing.
The area was situated on the western side of Russia, Belorussia and today's Ukraine central and western territory.
12th century
The Mongols and the Tatars conquered the vast majority of the country and it was torn apart leaving it in independent parts with separate politics.
13-14th century
In the fights against the Mongols, the northern and western part came under Polish-Lithuanian rule.
The locals were forced to adopt the Catholic faith which led to religious and ethnic conflict among the population.
Southern Ukraine was inhabited by cossacks and the greek catholic, slavic folks fled from Russia. The Zaporozhia Cossacks form part of today's Ukrainian identity. Crimea was under the rule of the Crimean Khanat.
Ukraine's southern parts, including the Crimean Penninsula, were overwhelmed by the Golden Horde, and following that it came under rule of the Crimean Khanat.
15-16th century
The Polish-Lithuanian commonwealth spread its influence and the Greek Catholic church became slowly dominant. The Zaporozhia Cossacks were ruled by the hetman (military leader).
In the upcoming centuries, they were fighting with the neighbouring nations (Poles, Lithuanians, Russians).
17th centrury (cossack era)
The Cossack hetman, Bogdan Khmelnytsky, led a rebellion in 1648 and freed Kiev and other parts of today's Ukrainian Cossack state.
In 1654, Khmelnytsky signed the Treaty of Pereyaslav with the Russian Tsar. Under its terms, Ukraine was united with Russia.
Fighting continued and, in 1667 (Truce of Andrusovo), Russia and Poland partitioned Ukrainian territory along the River Dnepr:
• Left Bank remained under Russian control • Right bank returned under Polish control 6, 7 18th century
The Polish Kingdom had entered a period of decline, so the neighbouring big nations (Austria, Russia) wanted to acquire its territories:
• Russia expanded it's territory, integrated the Cossacks and settled Russian peasants on the newly acquired Crimea • The Austro-Hungarian Empire annexed Western-Ukraine (East-Galicia)
20th century
After the end of the first World War, a movement for Ukrainian independence emerged, but thebolsheviks gained power and it was later absorbed into the Soviet Union. Ukraine was repartitioned by the 191 Treaty of Riga:
Eastern Ukraine was incorporated into the USSR, while Western and Eastern Galicia returned to Poland.
(Soveit rule brought Ukraine rapid industrialisation, urbanisation and collectivisation.)
In September 199, in accordance with the secret protocols of the Molotov Ribbentrop Pact, the USSR invaded Eastern Galicia.
After the Second World War, Eastern Galicia remained within the USSR, while Western Galicia was returned to Poland.
In 1954, Khrushchev gave Crimea to Ukraine.
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Ukraine became an independent Republic (December 1991) conclusion i -rapid industrialisation, urbanisation and collectivisation
regional geography
The country is officially and legally a unitary republic. Ukraine has high quality soil on its eastern, south-eastern part, which made Ukraine the largest crop producing country. The excessive development of heavy industry made the country the second most significant member of the Soviet Union.
From this, we can clearly see that the homogenity of the country is just an illusion. Neither society nor the identity of the regions are unified. We can see that, on the western territories, catholicism is dominant, mainly due to the Polish influence.
military Gerography
Because of its geographical situation, Ukraine contributes to regional stability and to European Security.
As NATO has expanded towards the east, the significance of the region has increased.
Like Russia, Ukraine inherited a seemingly impressive military establishment from the Soviet Union. While the military has been downsized and partially rationalised, it remained fundamentally unreformed.
Amred Forces of Ukriane: • Ground Force • Air forces • Navy
In the picture below, we can see the structure of the armed forces.
1
The highest decision making body is the Ministry of Defence.
https://web.archive.org/web/0080910084/http://www.mil.gov.ua/files/white_ book/white_book_en007.pdf Downloaded: 015.05.0. Main airbases in 2014:
• (Belbek) After the annexation of the Crimean Penninsula, the base came under Russian rule. The Ukrainian Air Force has received the unit's aircraft back.
Aircraft according to units: The navy had one Naval Force Command (before the annexation of the Crimean Peninsula):
• Black Sea Naval Zone • Azov Naval Zone
With the loss of the Crimea, the number and type of naval vehicles are unknown or secret at the moment.
Geostrategy energy
Over 90 percent of the country's energy consumption comes from Russia. This fact makes the country very dependant and defenceless.
Ukraine is a transit country for gas, which comes from Russia to Europe The diagram below shows the gas network of the country 18 .
Black sea
The Black Sea is a significant geostrategical point in the region for both the Russian Federation, Ukraine and Turkey. By observing the Black Sea, they can monitor military and trade ships. Until the loss of the Crimean Peninsula, Ukraine had the longest coastline of the Black Sea.
The Russian Black Sea Fleet is situated in Sevastopol. which is highly important for Russia. Its presence in the area gives Russia a military advantage and it is able to carry out tactical manoeuvers (as it did in the Georgian-Russian conflict).
Its importance has grown since the Syrian conflict, because losing the Tartus fleet in Syria would mean having only one warm-water port in Sevastopol.
natural resources
The country is rich in oil, gas, minerals and has Black Soil which makes the country one of the most productive farming areas in the world.
Significan coal sources and mines can be found in the Donetsk basin (Eastern  Ukraine) http://www.eegas.com/images/ukrmap.gif Downloaded: 015.05.7.
situation
Land Connection between Central-Europe and Russia.
Besides the Carpatheans in the east, the land borders are mainly open and flat (no significant geographical border).
nuclear facilities
Ukraine gained worldwide renown in 1985, as a result of the Chernobyl nuclear explosion.. Besides that nuclear reactor, the country has several nuclear power plants. 45,1 % of the overall consumption of the country comes from nuclear sources which are vulnerable to military attacks.
conclusion
I hope my paperwork has achieved a result and I have been able to give the reader a bigger insight into the importance of Ukraine. I would like to emphasise that, as it is situated in the the area between Central Europe and Russia, the country has an important role in regional stability.
As we are members of the European Union, we should devote proper attention to areas next to our borders too. Security is only temporary if we do not contribute to maintaining it in the long term. As we can see, next to our borders, war can spark easily and, in order to respond in a situation like this, we have to know the key problems, historical background and the military role of the area.
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